
For your customers, convenience and speed of loan processing has become 
non-negotiable. They expect a paperless application process, instant approvals, 
same-day disbursement, and digital interface to manage their payment schedule 
and loan files. Lenders need a scalable and secure technology to continually 
deliver innovative and flexible products as well as to help them expand into new 
markets, customer segments, and loan types. LendFoundry, an award-winning 
SaaS platform, offers tools and accelerators to help lenders manage their 
business digitally and deliver unmatched customer experience. 

Manage Your Lending Business 
Digitally on Cloud and at Scale

Get the Pla�orm that is Loved by Leaders in Lending

LendFoundry is built on cloud technology and microservices architecture, similar tech stack as 
used by Netflix and Amazon. It is a full-stack platform encompassing core-lending modules, 
Loan Origination System and Loan Servicing System, and additional new-age features around 
customer management, compliance reporting, authentication, security, AI-powered credit 
scoring and marketing. Our SaaS model minimizes the upfront, startup cost, while the 
AI-enabled platform identifies priority accounts, creates risk profiles, and recommends interest 
rates to optimize your margins. The microservice architecture ensures a seamless integration 
with your existing and future technology environment. The modular architecture gives you 
flexibility to add new capabilities effortlessly and quickly. Furthermore, it is built on MongoDB 
and GraphDB, making storage and retrieval super easy and programmable. 

LendFoundry enables your customers to apply and manage loans digitally. It acts as a self-service 
portal offering a single view of their loans, payments, statements and also facilitates periodic, 
timely communications. This convenience and transparency makes your customers keep coming 
back to you. A happy customer means more referrals and repeat business!

For your IT and operations teams, they get everything required at one place, right from automated 
processing, borrower verification, decision making, underwriting to running account level analysis, 
manage portfolios, and report delinquencies. Enough reasons for your employees to fall in love 
with LendFoundry.

For your business, LendFoundry provides Analytics and AI tools to identify the next best upsell and 
cross sell opportunities. Our powerful dashboarding capabilities, built on Microsoft PowerBI, help 
you keep a tap on the health of the business. On top, you get API integration with 80+ leading 
platforms across credit bureau, fraud, ID, KYC and CRM helping you save time, cost, and efforts at 
every step of the process.  

Happy Employees      Happy Customers      Happy You

+1-888-861-7360 
+91-80-40865100 

info@lendfoundry.com www.lendfoundry.com
Scan to watch
explainer video
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Scale at speed with 80+ ready 
API integra�ons across leading 3rd party pla�orms

Harness the power of connector based design for an ecosystem of 3rd party API integrations to 
enrich the application data and drive faster, better and compliant decision making.

Identity | Fraud | Credit Bureau | Business | Financial | Compliance | Payments
Social | Platform | Analytics | Workflow Gateway

Selected under Microsoft for Startups, Oracle Startup Cloud Accelerator 
and AWS Startup programs

Awarded #1 Fintech platform at Fintegrate Zone

SOC Type 1 & Type 2 certified

Partner in your journey across implementation, continuous 
development, and optimization

24*7 Support

Take your Lending Digital with 
Proven Ecosystem
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